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March 21, 2022 

Via Email Only 
Attorney General Austin Knudsen 
Montana Department of Justice 
215 N Sanders St. 
Helena, MT 59601 
ocpdatabreach@mt.gov

Re: Data Security Incident 

To whom it may concern, 

McLane Middleton, P.A. represents Roy & Rurak, which has its principal place of business at 158 
Pleasant Street, North Andover, MA 01845. We are writing to inform you about a data security incident 
involving Roy & Rurak that affects 2 adults who are residents of Montana. 

Please note that we are simultaneously providing you with notice on behalf of  Paradis Raymond & 
Jalbert, which is an affiliate. Roy & Rurak and Paradis Raymond & Jalbert were both affected by this 
incident because they retain certain client-taxpayer information on a consolidated network. 

What Happened: On December 29, 2021, Roy & Rurak discovered that a third party had obtained 
unauthorized remote access to Medaglia & Murphy’s network. Medaglia & Murphy immediately 
contacted its managed information technology service provider (MSP), disabled the Internet connection to 
the network, and deactivated servers and computers on the network. The MSP removed all potential 
malware from the servers and computers, and rapidly rebuilt the network so the firms could continue to 
serve their clients during the tax preparation season. 

At the same time that the MSP was performing that work, Roy & Rurak retained a cyber security attorney 
and a forensic expert to investigate and address this matter. The forensic expert first attempted to 
determine what information the third party had accessed. However, the forensics revealed only which 
portions of the network the third party accessed, not the particular information accessed. 

As a result, Roy & Rurak initiated the process to notify the cyber security division of the Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS). Roy & Rurak did so immediately, even before it was able to identify or notify the 
population of affected individuals, in order to implement safeguards to mitigate the potential electronic 
filing of fraudulent tax returns, since the IRS electronic tax return filing system opened in mid-January 
2022. Roy & Rurak supplied the IRS with the information necessary to activate the IRS’s advance fraud 
detection and prevention system, called Return Integrity Compliance Services (RICS). Because Roy & 
Rurak timely initiated RICS, the IRS’s accounts for all of its potentially affected clients and their 
dependents, including all individuals affected by the incident, have already had advance mechanisms 
implemented to detect and prevent the potential electronic filing of a fraudulent return for this tax year. 
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As Roy & Rurak was working with the IRS to initiate RICS, it received communications from the third 
party that accessed the network, confirming that they had done so and demanding a ransom in return for 
assurances about information they accessed. While Roy & Rurak did not need to pay ransom to restore its 
information and would not have considered doing so under other circumstances, it decided to engage with 
the third parties to assess their reliability and negotiate certain assurances from them. Roy & Rurak 
decided to do so because the firm wanted to provide its clients with as much assurance as possible 
concerning its efforts to protect their information. 

To engage in these negotiations, Roy & Rurak communicated with and relied on federal law enforcement 
at the United States Secret Service (USSS), who have expertise with these situations. Based on the 
information Roy & Rurak learned during the negotiations, the USSS and its cyber security attorney and 
forensic expert felt that the third party actors were credible, and that Roy & Rurak could reasonably rely 
on their assurance that they would destroy the information they had accessed in return for the ransom 
payment. Thus, Roy & Rurak paid the ransom. 

Before Roy & Rurak received the ransom demand, its forensic expert had been monitoring the dark web 
to detect if any information that might have been accessed on the network was being offered for sale on 
the dark web. Roy & Rurak’s expert also has continued to do so after the ransom was paid. To date, Roy 
& Rurak has not discovered any such information on the dark web, and has no reason to believe that the 
third party actors released any information they accessed. 

What Information Was Involved: Roy & Rurak’s forensic expert was only able to determine which 
portions of Medaglia & Murphy’s network the third party actors accessed, not what information may have 
been accessed. The portions of the network accessed by the third party contained the tax preparation files 
that Roy & Rurak maintains for its clients. Information in those tax preparation files varies from file-to-
file. However, it commonly includes the following: social security numbers; financial account numbers; 
draft and completed tax returns; W-2, 1099, 1098, 1095, and other such income and tax forms; contact 
information; dates of birth; documents provided by clients to support their tax returns; and any other 
information Roy & Rurak may have received from clients. 

What Was Done for Affected Individuals: Roy & Rurak retained Epiq to provide notification letters, call 
center services, and credit and identity monitoring and restoration protection to all individuals affected by 
the incident. The notices were mailed on March 16, 2022. Copies of the letters are attached. One letter is 
for adult taxpayers with at least one minor dependent, though such taxpayers may also have adult 
dependents. The second letter is for adult taxpayers with either no dependents or only adult dependents. 
The third is for adults whose information was in corporate tax returns. The duration of the protection 
services is two, and the services were offered to all affected adults and minors. Those services provide 
both credit and identity monitoring as well as dedicated fraud specialists to assist individuals restore their 
credit and identity in the event they experience any fraud. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions. 

Very truly yours, 

/s/ Cameron G. Shilling 

Cameron G. Shilling 

Enclosures 












